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In 2017, Phoenix Contact began drawing up the plans for their brand
new North American warehouse, which would be located at their HQ in
Middletown, PA. An international leader in the electronics industry, Phoenix
Contact provides innovative solutions for connection technology and
automation.
The company is heavily focused on renewable energy – both in the sectors
their components serve and in their own mission statement – and it was
important that the new building reflect their dedication to innovation and
sustainability as well.

Phoenix Contact approached TerraSol to help them design and construct
the LCA building, a state-of-the-art warehouse which would achieve Net
Zero certification – meaning 100% of its energy needs must be supplied
by on-site renewable energy. Phoenix also wanted to take the opportunity
to showcase the power of their own components by using them in the
solar system.
The project would be huge – 70,000 square foot and 1MW of solar
power – and TerraSol readily took on the challenge.

+ TerraSol and Phoenix Rising to the Challenge
Design plans began in 2017, with TerraSol’s team working closely alongside the Phoenix Contact
engineering team.
The project was complex, and it would need careful planning and cooperation – but if done correctly,
results would be outstanding.
One challenging design factor was the facility’s onsite co-generation; they generate their own
power using natural gas via an on-site power plant. The solar system had to be able to work in
tandem with the existing natural gas system.
The teams designed a system that would produce solar energy and cut back on the gas while the
sun was up, then run the natural gas at night, resulting in maximum efficiency 24/7.
The next major challenge came in the form of delays. Just as installation plans were ready to
get underway, the COVID pandemic hit, and construction was put on hold. The teams, however,
used this time to their advantage, ensuring an optimized design and making tweaks for any panels
or components that had improved since the initial design phase.
The Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority (PEDA) opened opportunities for COVID-19
PEDA Restart Grants, specifically to support clean energy projects that had been paused.
Phoenix Contact was awarded a PEDA Grant in addition to a grant from Pennsylvania Power
and Light (PPL), and construction was able to begin in earnest in May 2021.
The installation from there went flawlessly.
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+ A Solar System Well Worth the Wait
In spring of 2022, nearly four years after the first conversations about the new LCA building, the
completed 1MW photovoltaic solar system was officially completed and running.
While the journey was lengthier than expected, it has provided massive benefits to the company
and the environment.
The building, as was the goal, achieved Net Zero certification. In fact, on days when only the solar
is running, the natural gas consumption can be reduced to almost zero as well.
The system generates enough power to fulfill the energy needs of approximately 160 homes
per year. In addition, it earned a LEED Silver certification, marking it as a leader in sustainable,
green design.
As was part of the goal, Phoenix’s proprietary building management system and monitoring
components were integrated into the system, resulting in an impressive showcase for their clients.
The entire project was a clear demonstration that Phoenix will continue to push the boundaries
of cutting-edge renewal technology.
A further testament to its success, TerraSol earned the 2021 Commercial National Intelegant
Award from SunPower for the project, which “recognizes exceptionally well-designed and
-installed commercial solar projects among SunPower’s over 300 dealers nationally.” The name
“Intelegant” is a combination of “Intelligent” and “Elegant,” traits exemplified by winning systems.
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+ Looking Ahead
This LCA solar array is proof positive that good things come to those who wait. In this case, TerraSol
and Phoenix Contact were able to leverage the extended timeline to build the perfect solar system,
and foster trust and true synergy between the teams.
Phoenix Contact is heavily interested in potential storage projects, which may be an opportunity to
further optimize the use of their solar system in the future.
They are thrilled with their latest step in effectively reducing CO2 emissions and look forward to
further progress in their mission of innovation, sustainability, and partnership.
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“We estimate this solar power installation will reduce our electricity costs by
approximately $150,000 per year. While a smart business choice for us, reducing
our company’s carbon footprint is more important in the long term.
Sustainability and renewable power generation are at the heart of Phoenix Contact’s
vision for an all-electric society. This is one critical step on our journey to becoming a
carbon-neutral company by 2030.”
– Jack Nehlig, President – Phoenix Contact USA

QUICK FACTS
POWER

1 MW Total
System Size

REDUCES

1,939,279 lbs of
CO2 Carbon
Footprint Reduction
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SIZE

GENERATES

2,185 DC-PowerProducing Solar Panels

1,241,235 kWh
Estimated Annual
Output

(on the roof)
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